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Globeducate´s ICS Premium International
Schools Group Expands in Europe
Globeducate´s ICS group of premium international schools in Europe is expanding
with three new additions in Rome, Nice and Côte d´Azur. ICS schools lead the way
in Europe for innovative IB education and a vision to prepare students to shape
tomorrow through developing intercultural understanding and engagement with
the world around them.
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Globeducate´s ICS Schools, already established in Paris, London and Milan, offer
either the entire IB continuum or an internationally recognised curriculum in
Primary and Middle school followed by the IB Diploma. The ICS network of schools
offers internationally mobile families a wider choice of school locations throughout
Europe which offer the opportunity to continue their children´s education
seamlessly. These schools have become a dynamic and recognised platform and
conduit for educational and cultural collaboration and exchange.
Globeducate CEO Luca Uva said: “There has never been a more important time for
schools to be international – in outlook, character and form. ICS students are
exposed to a diverse mix of cultures, languages and nationalities and a dedicated
focus on multi-lingualism and fluency in English. The schools in our ICS group have a
very clear international character and outlook, embedded in the communities of
students, teachers and families. The experiences students have in these schools
prepare them for exceptional outcomes which allow them to accept offers from
leading universities and internship opportunities and to remain connected to their
network long after graduation.
“Our ICS network of world-class teachers, all expertly trained IB practitioners, come
together in teaching and learning communities and meet regularly to share best
practice and to collaborate on shared learning projects. One of our key projects is
developing an ICS STEAM framework, launching recently with a project we are
working on with LEGO Education. In every possible way we unite these schools
through transformational learning as well as through shared traditions and
education. We are proud to offer families this exciting prospect for their children
and know too that educators are inspired by our ICS vision.”
ICS schools not only develop the values of multi-lingualism, inter-cultural
understanding and global engagement through curricula and CAS programmes;
they come together as a community across Europe to unite students through cocurricular activities such as Model United Nations, Academic Olympics,
International Music Festival and Leadership Summit and through wider
membership of Globeducate´s global group of 55 schools in nine countries, with its
global focus on sustainability education and partnership with WWF and EcoSchools.
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A student graduating from an ICS school is not only already part of an exclusive
connected network of students and recent graduates; they are fully prepared for
the world of tomorrow, they are committed global citizens who have already made
an impact on their immediate, local or global community, and they are confident in
their ability to mix with students and work with colleagues from other cultures and
countries in the future.
Antonia Giovanazzi, Executive Principal at ICS Milan, said: “A meaningful 21stcentury educational experience should equip a student with a deep understanding
of the world, their community and their place in it. It should encourage healthy
relationships and the creation of rich personal and cultural identities. Our students
have extensive opportunities to look outwards, to develop the confidence needed
to take risks, and to explore new strategies and ideas. We know that embedding
these core beliefs and the ICS principles of Inquire, Action and Reflection at an early
stage of education, and embedding it in every educational stage, fosters a culture
of excellence and, across our network, we see students go on to reap the rewards
in their success at graduation and in their future work, in their relationships and in
their ability to shape tomorrow.”

About Globeducate
Globeducate is one of the world’s leading premium K12 education organisations,with 55+ schools located in
France, Spain, United Kingdom, Italy, Portugal, Canada, Andorra, India and Malaysia.
A fundamental aim of Globeducate is that we prepare each student to become a global citizen who can shape the
world. Our bespoke Platinum Standard school quality programme ensures that our 28,000 students from age two
to 18 have the best start in life.
Globeducate schools evolved from NACE Schools, founded nearly 50 years ago in Spain. The last ten years
have seen signiﬁcant growth in the group´s network and vision. Our global reach enables us to recruit and
develop world-class inspiring and committed teachers and to oﬀer unforgettable experiences for pupils and
staﬀ through international and regional events.
ICS schools
ICS schools are located in London, Paris, Milan, Rome, Nice and Côte d´Azur.
https://www.icschool.co.uk/
https://www.icsmilan.com/
https://www.icsparis.fr/
https://www.icscotedazur.com/
https://www.isn-nice.com/

